Philosophy of Love
What is love I hear you say throughout every night and every day? What is the very thing that
connects us to our very being? What is it when we feel love, give love and see love? What is this
thing all about, from every window doth one shout. For most are unsure if they love at all, if their
feelings are real as they shop at the mall. For with this thing they call love seems to come a lot from
above. It is something that is in the head, or just something resting in your bed. Is it real what you
feel, or is it like orange peel. Is it something shallow and pale, which has no foundation and is for
sale? Or is it something much deeper than that, or somewhere simply where you leave you hat.
Love is a word that is special and warm, and yet it seems to be forlorn. It seems to bring with it a cry
for help, as often in pain you seem to yelp. For love has become a trendy word, something branded
about by the herd. But is it love you are feeling or is it something else that is reeling. For I question
that many love much at all, as they continue along with this ball. They go through their lives in one
drama or two, saying these words through and through. But if they were to consider what love really
was, would they consider whatever the cost. For love seems to have created so many an enemy, yet
it is meant to be light and beauty.
To truly love someone with all of your heart, would mean to let go and to impart, a way of being
with no ego at all, a way of being that is strong and tall. For to love with no compassion at all, is
asking to take a tremendous fall. For it is important to love all you can, every child, woman and every
man. To show them a way of being, that is true and honest and all seeing. To let go of any thoughts
of hate, to open yourself up to the floodgate. The floodgate of letting go, the floodgate that you will
just know. For to truly love is to be free, to be free and let be. For no matter what your neighbour
will do, the key is to love them all the way through. To show them your hand when doing their land,
to take them some tea when they are poorly. To show them a way that is lovely and bright, without
any fear and without any fright.
For to love is to give all that you have, at a time when needed even if by a chav. For no matter who
needs you the most, it is to them your love you must post. For every one is together in this, in this
big wide world where there is beauty and bliss. For if we choose who it is that we love, how will that
look to those above. For who is to say who needs it the most, who is to say who deserves a host. For
love is important to all around, in every place all over the ground. Love is the thing that makes us all
grow; love is the thing that makes us all glow. So why deny it to some and not others, when sitting
around with your sisters and brothers. For they are all the same, they are all part of the very same
game.
So when you are sitting down on a bench, and you happened to sit next to a wench. Show her your
kindness your love and your compassion, show that love isn’t a fashion. Show her that she is
important and loved, no matter what she thinks up above. For she will not realise her worth, if you
were to give her a wide berth. She would think that she is lonely and cold, if love were denied her so
bold. So think how you would feel with no love in your life, as you go on through your trouble and
strife. How sad it would make you feel, if your love were just like orange peel. For then it is only
surface deep, and could all be over in a week. But is that real love I ask you right now. I think you
would doubt it somehow. For surely love is much deeper that this, it is something felt that is like

bliss. It makes us all warm and cosy inside, so that we don’t in our sheds hide. It shines through our
veins like the blood turns to water, as you put your arms round your son or your daughter. So why
can’t you show this to all of mankind, for there are many who are far behind.
There are many whom have felt no love, in this big wide world when surely they should. They have
been born to parents who don’t care about them, parents who would rather go out till ten. Go out
and not feed them any, or buy them new clothes or give them a penny. Or watch as another rapes
and abuses their soul whilst they crawl way down into a hole. They would rather take drugs to give
them a lift, than to give love to their child from whom they drift. For they themselves have often had
no love, at a time when they surely should. It has affected their very soul, from feeling worth and
feeling whole. It has left them feeling alone and abused, so to their children they carry on the ruse.
For they know no other way, as they strive on in their empty day.
So when there are many who struggle with love, simply because they think they should, surely it is
for those who have had plenty, to show all the others what it is like to reach twenty. To reach
twenty thousand decibels of feeling joy, whether be them a girl or a boy. For they had a life of
something, that others have simply been craving. And often they simply forget what it is like for
those they neglect. For how can they totally understand when the people reside in a foreign land?
How can they truly see what it is like to be raped daily? What it is like to born where there is no
food, and the ways of living are very crude. How can one compare the two ways of being, without
taking away the ego and truly seeing? Truly seeing what lies before your very eyes, as they sit
begging with their cries.
So what is it to love?
To love is to be totally free, totally free so that you can see, see into your heart for all that is around,
whether high in the hills or low on the ground. To have a sense that we are all the same, that we are
all together in this game. This game of life that we are here to have and to hold, this life in which we
have to be bold. Bold enough to know what is, and to love your neighbour whether a she or a his. To
love all that the planet does provide, to love all the animals that even hide. To love all the flowers,
plants and the trees, to love all of the birds and the bees. To reach into your heart wherever you be,
so it is clear for all to see. That you will love compassionately, no matter where you live or where
you be.
Love is to give to those who have less, with no thought of you only kindness. For when you behave in
such a way, you really will brighten their day. And this will then change the energy around, across
the sea across the ground. As people will start to feel they belong, in this big world that is wide and
long. They will want to continue to find a way through, all that has been difficult through and
through. So imagine if you can make such a difference, how the world will change even at a distance.
How everything will seem much lighter and brighter, and the snow and the doves seem whiter and
whiter. And think how much of this negative energy we hold, can be blown away just by being bold.
Bold enough to make a difference with to yourself no reference.
To love alone and in company is the way to being totally free. To allow those around you to live their
lives freely, without dictating what they do really. For who are you to know what is right for their
soul, for you are glowing from a different hole. You are living your life as you wish, creating your own
perfect dish. So why do you feel a need to change those around, so that they can fit into your

ground. Especially the children that come into the world, surely they too deserve to be heard. To
dictate to them changes their being, from something they want to something you are seeing. When
in fact they might have been better, if you have let them develop as the ought ta. For then they
wouldn’t develop old ways, ways that you took on from the olden days. Instead they would shine
and show something new, as to themselves they are totally true.
Of course they need some guidance and love, which also comes from up above. They need to know
the rules of the land, as you lead them by the hand. But once they are old enough to be free, then it
is time to let them just be. For they too have their lessons to learn, their way of being each way that
they turn. They need to develop in what way they can, so that they can become a good woman or
man. They want to feel love and give love too, for that is instinctively in all of you. So as long as you
show this to them, don’t be afraid to let them break from the hem. To make their own mark on this
world that they seek, to let out their love as they take a peek. A peek at the things that interest
them, the things that make them cry and open. The things that they laugh at and smile at too, whilst
remaining truly true through and through.
The world as it has become
Instead of loving all those around you, you have chosen to love only few. Only those who show you
love back, neglecting those cold who have a lack. For somehow they are not important to you, as the
days roll by the months do too. For you feel they are not part of you, not in the very way that you
should do. For we are all from the same source, all on a similar course. We need to all have
satisfaction that we are making a difference if only a fraction. For if everyone was to love as they
should, them no one would feel like a lump of wood. No one would feel they are all alone, as
onwards around them the world does drone.
For some kindness is the key, for it is there way of loving me. They know and understand what it is
like to give love on this land. They are guided by light beauty and love shown through their hearts
from up above. To those that they touch and show kindness a plenty is rewarded in the universe not
tenfold but twenty. For each time that they love with no thought of them self, to the universe they
give out good health. For it helps to overcome the negative hum, of the world and its conundrum. It
helps all the birds to sing their tune, from the start of the sun to the show of the moon.
The biggest reason why love has been lost is that people have let go of love at a cost. Let go of love
for them self, not seeing it as important as wealth. They have chosen to see what is shallow and
weak, as out into the world their toes peek. They have decided them self to love is vain, and would
to others only give pain. For they then would be saying they were better than those, who also no
love for them self chose. So by not loving oneself the world has become negative, and no longer love
their mean relatives. For they have no way to forgive and forget, if love for themselves they neglect.
Love to the planet has been lost, as people their values and litter toss. For they only see what is good
for them, no looking outside of their own hem. They don’t feel that they are responsible for
whatever happens as they grow tall. They just want to feel comfort, love and romance, as they feel
this is what they need to enhance. Enhance the world that is theirs to be, as they move around
silently they continue to buy all the things that they know, will eventually stop the things on the
planet that grow. They throw all their rubbish all over the ground, as they drive in their cars and run
around. They don’t think of the animals small and large, that could come and eat it as along they

barge. They don’t think of protecting the air, as their horns on their fast cars they blare. They just
want to know that they feel rich, whilst the planet around falls in the ditch.
What is love itself?
Love is a feeling sent from the heart, for all to enjoy and learn to impart. It is something that is very
special and true, which the body feels through and through. It is something that is very much a
blessing for all, as without it this world would fall. It is given to all to impart, throughout their
journey from the very start. It is the way to happiness and bliss, as you embrace only this. For then
you will no longer want any more, as love to the world you pour and pour. For your being will feel
only joy and glee as you simply learn to just be.
It is difficult to define love in a word, which round the world would be heard. For it means so many
things, as comfort and joy to the world it brings. For love is so deep within the soul, as it flows
through the heart and out of a hole. Out of the hole in your mouth it seems, as words tumbles out of
all your dreams. But the love that is true pure and light, is the love that you give with all your might.
The love that you cherish and hold near were to let go you sometimes fear. For it is this love that is
meant to be, as into this world you do see. But whatever you do and wherever you go, there is one
thing you should always know, that love is free to give away, and will always make somebody else’s
day. It will always bring with it kindness and warmth, if given truly and not over swamped. For if
given with true meaning love and bliss, then the receiver will only feel this. But when given from a
place of needing more, then to the other they may abhor, abhor the feeling that you are giving to
them, of wanting more than they can open. For it is your need that shows your weakness, as too
much of them you make a fuss. And this then turns out their light, and seems to you like one big
plight. A plight to get them to love you back, when in fact it is love for yourself you lack.
So to feel love you must truly be, to be able to truly see, what this love thing is all about, and why it
seems to have so much clout. For if you want love to be more than orange peel, which only on the
outside you truly feel, you have to reach deep within, to unlock the door to your heart and begin,
begin to let go of all that you fear, begin to see everything so much more clear. Know that as your
heart starts to implode fireworks will it start to explode, as it begins to shine out of your aura all
bright, and out into the world with great might. And as it does, the world all around, will begin to
respond without any sound. For the world is excited by love and all that there is, as all around there
is a slight fizz.
If you take time to look all around, at every tree and listen to every sound, it will be incredible what
you will see, that will bring love to your heart and allow you to be, be happy and silent if just for a
while, as you feel the lips on your face smile. For there are many amazing things in this world, from
people who are talented to the cat that is curled, curled up on the mat as he dreams of nice things,
to the diamonds that are dazzling in special rings, to the birds and the butterflies who have no
worry, as they flutter by with no scurry, to the bees that make honey and the cows who make milk,
to the trees that bring fruit and the worm who threads silk. And as you embrace all that you see,
how much more wonderful your life will be.
So what can you do to help others?

For some to love will be like a black penny, to them it will be worth not any, not anything or so they
believe, as love to them is nothing but grief. For they have felt nothing but heartache and pain, as
every time for another love they gain. So to let go and be truly free, seems hard and difficult for
them to see. So it is for others all around, over the sea, in the air and on the ground, to show to
them how wonderful love can be, as only happiness and joy they see. For you will show them to let
go of their negative thoughts and forget all of their previous warts. For to hold on to them seems
only to bring, nothing but emptiness and no note to sing. For they will have lost the music within, as
only sadness with them they bring. So it makes sense for them to see, that the only answer is to get
free. Free from the thoughts that are holding them back, free from the feeling of only seeing lack.
Free from the mind that is sinking their ship and for some the weight that is going on their hip.
So the task is easy to see, learn to love and learn to be free. Learn to let go your inhibitions and
doubts and start to enjoy all that gives you clout, gives you clout to shout out in joy, as you meet
every, man, woman, girl or boy. For as the message carries across the land, to every person into
every hand, music will be heard from ear to ear, as more people stop crying and start to cheer,
Cheer at the new way that they feel, as love to them starts to become real. As they no longer feel
lonely and cold, as they were before without love so bold. And how wonderful you will feel, as
watching the faces change becomes real. For when you give love with no thought for yourself, it
gives nothing to you but tremendous wealth. It fills your heart with a feeling that’s great, and lifts
away any weight, any weight that you have hung there before, as times of difficulty you had galore.
And it is replaced by a new way of being, something that is totally seeing. Seeing all that’s beautiful
and light, whether by day or by night.
Not only is it those who live close that need you, but also those who live afar too. For often is them
that people forget, as they continue on their days that are set. Set in a way that keeps them busy,
too busy to think of the girl named Lizzy. The girl that lives in the foreign land, who does not have a
guiding hand. Who has no parents to hug her at night, as she carries on in her terrible plight? A
plight where men around her rape her, and take all they can because they hate her. They don’t show
her love as they should, because they belong to a brotherhood. So if you possibly can, think of a way
of stopping that man. Think of a way that can help her be free, a way that will teach her to be, be
happy and joyful as each day comes, as through the streets she runs. The more that love can reach
across the land, the more men like that will be banned. For this world is full of beauty and light, so
make it your plight. Your plight to rid all the fright and the fear, that has built up year after year. The
one thing that holds everyone back from the one thing that they shouldn’t lack. Lack love for
themselves day after day, as this has been their only way.
Stop all the cruelty of animals too, as again people lack love through and through. As they think that
they are better than them, who were born different to men. For they believe men are the best,
better than all of the rest. But how can this be when there are many more, each one different some
with claw, fin or paw. Why is that they deserve much less, than men for I have to confess, I am not
sure what the reasons are, as I watch over the world from afar. For animals are all beautiful and
pure, as honesty, innocence they allure, allure to others across the land, across the sea and across
the sand. They just want to be happy and live in peace, as part of this land they lease. They lease to
no one but me, as no rent of course do they need to just be. So when you destroy all the trees and
the plants, think of all the animals’ bees and ants. Think of how hard it must be for them, to begin a

new home all over again. And for some to lose their child or their friend, as bulldozers and cranes
the people send.

Where can true love be found?
True love can be found, across the sea or on the ground, for true love is all around, and anywhere
can it be found. For true love is part of you, it is your being through and through, so instead of
looking elsewhere for it, just quietly contemplate and sit. Let your mind be free and your heart to
just be, as you feel around all you can see. Let the light flow in that you have blocked out, for
without it your mind will be full of doubt. For true love is a way of being, it is a way of being all
seeing. For no matter where you go, your world will always seem hallow. And then you will truly see
that it is true love just to be.
For many seek true love with another, be it their partner, sister, mother, father or brother, but true
love comes from within, so it is time to stop your hunting. Know that whatever you do, true love
comes only through you. For although others can show you the way, to love another in an
unconditional way, it is love for yourself that you must find, as it is the most important kind. For
without love for who you are, you are unlikely to get very far. For how can you show true love and
kindness to others, if you have not love under the covers? Under the covers of the very skin you are
in, the skin that is protecting your very being.
So it is time to let yourself free, to love who you are and all that you see, so that you can share in this
love, the one that they call true love. And as you do your life will ignite, into a wonderful place full of
light. You will see things so differently as you learn to just be. So I am asking you to give it a go, not
listen to another fellow, learn to love who you are, and know that then you will go far. For you there
will no limitations or fright, as your find your way whether day or night. As you start to glow brighter
and lighter and through this world become even mightier. For mightier you will become, as you sit
above the hum drum, the hum drum that is all around, on every street where there is sound. And as
you do each fellow will too, as they take their example through you. For they will see it is the way to
be, that true love is totally free.
What is it to live in hallow ground?
To live in hallow ground is to love all those around. To learn to let everything go, as through this
world you do flow. To be the best you can be, as everything around you, you see. For hallow ground
is a place of beauty and light, a place where everything is bright. Where no more hate or destruction
can be found, where everything is happy all around. For everywhere you will see that people have
learnt to just be. They have learnt what it is to have true love, for everything from the ground to
above. They will longer live in fear and fright, at everything that goes bump in the night. For instead
they have chosen to be, a being that is totally free. Free to be all that the are, as they drive around in
their car.
To live in hallow ground is to love all that can be found. All the beauty in the world to see, as you
learn how to just be. For there is so much that you miss, as very little in this world you kiss. For kiss

the surface it’s true to say, is what most people do most of the day. They rush from one place or
another, deciding whether they should be working or visiting another. Instead of seeing what is all
around, from bees, to the birds, to the worms on the ground. To feeling the sun as its rays glow and
show, all the colours and beauty of all that it helps grow. To seeing the raindrops glisten and glow in
this place that is very hallow. For the earth as it is, is hallow ground, as beauty and love can be
found, wherever you choose to see, as you learn to just be.
So instead of waiting for another day, before you change your way, try something different and learn
to let go, of all that has been and all that you know. Learn to see the world in a different way, one
that is full of happiness all through the day. For then nothing will matter but the love that you feel,
as your recognise those feelings as real. The real way that is to be, the real way for you to be free.
Free of the emotion that is dragging you down, free from the sadness that is making you frown. Free
from the chatter that means nothing at all; free from the frivolous shopping you do at the mall. For
instead other things will become important to you, as you learn to love through and through.
Instead you want to help others too, to see a way of being just like you. For you will know that this
change is good, and is definitely the way that you should, should live your life if you want it to be,
truly and honestly always happy.
So when you are seeking your heaven on earth, don’t give love a wide berth, for love is the very
thing that you need, in order to finally succeed. Succeed in bringing happiness to all, as into this new
way of being your fall. As you learn to appreciate all around, whether it be tasty, beautiful or making
a sound. For your five senses will be set alight as they enjoy all that there is on this plight. As they
learn to accept all around, wherever that is can be found. And as you start on this journey anew,
notice how the sky turns from grey to blue, see how the birds sing their song, as the joy in the air
comes along. Watch all the trees as they blossom and bloom, as everybody lets go of their doom. As
everyone learns to just be, and sets themselves truly free.
So what are you waiting for?
So why hold back from the place called love, why not open yourself to above. Allow your very being
to be all you want it to be, and set yourself truly open and free. Let go of all your worries, your
judgements, your woes, and learn to love all fellows. All that you meet no matter their creed, all
that you meet no matter their need. For everyone deserves to be loved, not batter and bruised and
shoved, shoved out of the way as you get on with your day, forgetting about them on your way.
Instead they deserve a big hug, to help them feel less like a thug.
They deserve to have people listen to them, as they cry out to the world at half past ten. That they
are struggling to cope with their life, and feel like taking to the knife. For it isn’t only the professional
who can give them hope, it is all in the world that can help them cope. For just by showing them
love, kindness and compassion, can change their lives in a fashion. And then they can start to see,
how it is to be truly free. Truly free of the shackles they hold, every day as they feel out in the cold.
And when outside in the wild doth you go, remember to show love and be hallow. For all around
deserve your love too, as they blossom and bloom through and through. For the flowers, the trees,
the birds and the bees, are all wonderful things for you to admire, and not to be ignored or set on
fire. For they too have their hopes and their dreams of the world changing to love without seams.
For then the world will be beautiful and bright, and the whole planet shining in the light. The light of

the world as it glistens and shines, at all that there is and all that is divine. As the negative of the past
disappears, and a new world full of beauty and love appears.
So without much ado, make a promise to yourself, that you will learn to give love instead of wealth,
for love is the key to a happy life, one that is lacking in stress and strife. One that means that you will
fulfil your dreams, just by living in love without seams. So next time you go out in the street and a
strange person you meet, show them love and consideration, just by letting the love roll off your
tongue. For when you do your heart will sing, as you begin to feel everything, everything of beauty
and love, from down on the ground to up above. Your being will be in a different place, for it will
have joined the new race. The new race that knows how to show love, to all those from the bottom
to those up above.
Why is this love hard to find?
Love for many is held back by the past, by things that were said that were not meant to last. Yet the
words still ring clear in their ear, as they pass by yet another year. For they don’t know how to get
rid of the sound, of the words that their heart found. Found to be hurtful, fearful and sad, as if they
had been extremely bad. And yet for most it was just said in frustration and anger, and was not
meant to tarry and linger. It was said and then it was let go, as for them they didn’t know, that the
true meaning of what was being said, would still rattle around and linger in the head. As for them
the moment is gone, they have sang out their song, they have let their frustration and anger go, no
more weeds for them to hoe.
So it is little wonder how so many have lost their way, and find it hard to love in their day. For they
have lost sight of who they are, as they drive around in their car. They have forgotten what it is to
feel love, as others they play around and shove. Shove to the side as they can’t find any, love in their
heart as it’s like a black penny. For they have no love for them self, so how can they expect to give
out wealth. Wealth of feeling to others around, whether it be in the air or on the ground. For
without love for one self, it is like bad health, as it takes away from your very being a whole way of
live that you are not seeing.
And even for those who have been lucky and found, lots of love for them and others around, they
too have been met with struggle and strife, whether from a friend or a battering wife. For no matter
what you try to do, finding others like you is up to you. For if you are drawn to rescue those others,
who weren’t so fortunate with their mothers, then you can expect to find difficulty and woe, as to
lead them to a new way you try to show. For it all depends if they can let go, of all that they’ve seen
and all that they know. For often they are just sapping you, of all the love you have through and
through. For they are needy and of strong might, as they continue on in their plight. Their plight to
find happiness from things that they missed, their plight to find a way to settle with bliss. But unless
they can let go of the past, their love for you will never last. And you will be left as a shell, empty and
cold, as they go try out another new mould.
So although it is important to share all your love, remember always to think from above, for it is
when your heart goes it alone, that you might find you are a dog with a bone, trying to make
something work with all of your might, as to show love to another is your only plight. For the other
has to be ready for you, they have to know how to love them too. For if they don’t it is clear to see,
what will be your destiny. So by all means love all around, but be aware of who is found, found in

your home and in your bed, as people try to mess with your head. Know and cherish who you are,
and then it is likely that you will go far. For you will only accept those who are ready ,to come and
join you and be steady.
So when you are ready to feel true love through you, know there are many who will come to you
too. For they will want to seek what you have and give out so bold, they will want it to have and to
hold. So remember that although true love is free, to stay true to who you want to be. And know
that wherever you go, your love will shield off the entire foe. For the love you give will be truly true,
to the very person that is you. And it will be for the others all around, to learn how to love as you
have found. For then they will be able to come to you, and share with the love that you feel too. And
when that happens the world will be free, as everyone learns to just be.
Relationships
For relationships to truly last, you have to forget what is in your past, for your past will only find a
way, to end what you have some day. For as it keeps on coming back, love for yourself you will lack,
as you batter and bruise yourself through, over the things that you did and didn’t do. And as you
begin to wane and wither, the other will start to dither. As they will no longer grow as you start to
wallow. So it is the only way to truly be, to set yourself from the past free.
It is often hard to find love at first sight in the mind, but it is the mind that holds you back from this
very thing you will find. For love is something for you to impart, and will be felt deep within the
heart. And when the gate is left truly open, then love can get out of its pen. So that when two like
soul’s eyes meet, as they say hello and greet, the two hearts can jump for joy, as they realise that
love is not coy. And together they will start anew, as they kiss and cuddle and as they do.
When you are ready for a relationship to begin, often you think it is a heart you have to win. You feel
that you have to date many to find your true golden penny. But actually it is much easier to see, with
whom you would like to be, if you sit down and think things clearly out, and start to put this about.
Put it about using your mind, for then it is clear that you will find the perfect person to be with you,
who will stay loyal, faithful and true.
When the perfect husband or wife you find, remember to be loving, loyal and kind, remember to let
them grow too, and be the very person they want as they do. For it is when you try to control
another, that makes life become rather a bother. As the person is not being truly true and they end
up despising you. For being together is not a prison sentence for life, full of struggle and strife, it is a
thing of beauty, love and light, where together through things you fight. Fight for happiness for both
of you, as you develop and grow through and through.
And when the children come along, and the relationship loses some of its song, remember that it
won’t be long, before they are grown and gone. So just hold on tight to the good times you have and
hold, and keep on smiling, be brave and bold. For it is this courage of holding together through thick
and thin, that will make the relationship everlasting? It is the thought of life with no doubt, that will
help things to work out. For when you start to doubt what the future will hold, is when the cracks
appear and the love turns cold.
So it is important to be true to yourself, when choosing your partner for love not wealth. For true
love that is given unconditionally, will always allow the relationship to be free. It will allow you both

to blossom and bloom, and everyone to look at you from across the room. For they will admire what
it is you hold, as love between you is strong and bold. And what a great example it will give, to
others around on how to live. How to have a relationship that is happy and true, because the love
that is given is honest through and through.

Love of the honest kind
For love to be honest and true, it is something that is about you. It is about how you are in this
world, as you through it your love hurl. For love is often blind, as your feelings you unwind, and as
you truly let go, to be true to you it has to be so. For if you are not and you lie to yourself, it will in
the end be bad for your health. For it will become like a cancer eating inside you, as the turmoil you
have created becomes you. For your body won’t hide things for long, when it knows that something
is very wrong. So it is important to listen to your intuition and heart, as love to another you doth do
impart.
So when you are looking to love another, don’t go to a lot of bother, to try and force things to
happen your way, for it will fall at your feet one day. So long as you know what it is you want, and
you let go of the need to hunt, the right people will come into your life, and one day they will
become your husband or wife. For love is about being true to yourself and your heart, and only
giving out what is honest and kind from the start. For then you will only attract in, what is perfect for
you and will make your heart sing.
So when the thought of love is driving you round the bend, know that it is honesty you need to send,
send out into the world outside, as under your duvet you doth hide. For when you are honest kind
and true, only good things will come to you. For you will have learnt to let go of negative things and
the old life you had will begin to rescind. A fresh start of something anew, something that is
awesome honest and true, will begin to unfold in front of your eyes, as you let go of all of your old
lies. As you let go of all the stories you have told, and begin to enjoy the new life you hold.
If everyone were to adopt this way, then love around would be honest each day, and no more would
people feel unhappy and blue as each relationship they watch fall through. For instead they will have
waited for what is right for them, instead of rushing into something during mayhem. Instead of
falling in love for need or lust, or before their heart begins to rust. And how different they will feel ,
as they know this love for them is real. As they know that it will last and last, as they let go of all
from the past.
Letting go of all you know
Letting go of all you know, and allowing yourself to grow, is easy if you learn to just be, and let your
mind and your body free. Free from all the negative thoughts ,that hold you back and give you warts.
Warts that you find hard to remove, from every crevice and every groove. So find a way that suits
you, to allow yourself to see it through, through to being true to you, in everything that you do. So
that you can learn to love in a special way, throughout every night and every day.
Allow your mind to wander, what it would be like as you ponder, to be totally free of all that has
been, and start afresh, nice and clean. A clean slate for you to begin again, as you find true love, your

face no longer ashen. As your eyes light up and they sparkle with joy, as if you have been given a
brand new toy. For you will have ignited something deep within, that is magnificent, brilliant and
simply fizzing. Fizzing with excitement and joy and no longer do you need to feel coy. As no longer
do you hide yourself away, because you are unhappy every day. Instead you go out and enjoy all
around, as you have found yourself in hallow ground.
So instead of fighting this idea of letting go, why not see what is to be so, why not learn a new way
to be, that will totally set you and everyone free. Everyone free to be who they are, to enjoy all
around and reach for a star. A star of wonder and a star of joy, for every girl and every boy. How
wonderful the world will be, as everyone in it learns to be free. Learns to be free of all that has been,
where everything around them is starting to grow green. Where new things are forming that never
before, would be seen in the street when you opened the door. Where people are smiling and saying
hello, to everybody, every fellow.
Where the trees and the flowers will benefit too, as they pick up the new growth that’s in you. As
they zap all the energy coming their way, which is positive and wonderful every day. For how lovely
and calm this new world would be as everyone in it starts to be free. As all anger and hate is
replaced by love, as people no longer fear what’s above. As they realise that they can change the
very way, that the world is every day. Just be learning to be free, they will all live in a world full of
glee. And relationships and families will glisten and shine, as everything in their world is fine.
Love is all around
Don’t question whether love can be found, for love is sure to be all around. Just know in your heart
that it is there for you, in everything you choose to do. Just know that wherever you go, there will
always be love a flow. Just know that it is free for all, so enjoy yourself and have a ball. Enjoy each
moment in every day, whether at work or at play. Enjoy all the warmth that the earth can bring, as it
glistens and shines from everything. For love is given by all around, whether on the earth or under
the ground.
For love is the thing that makes the world grow. And keeps the planet as a place that’s hallow. For
to be truly beautiful and bright, love in this world has a strong might. For it is the mightiest force
there is, that keeps this world in a place of bliss. It is only the inability to let go, that has made this
place not so hallow. That has taken us into a different realm, where things have fallen into a
different helm. Where people have found their lives full of struggle and strife, as they live on in this
negative life.
So remember as you go about your day, it is time to live a different way. It is time to let go of all that
you know, and start to allow yourself to develop and grow. To allow your heart to love loud and
clear, all that you see and all that you hear. To know that wherever you go, love is the thing you
should reap and sow. For when you do the world will be, the very place you hoped you would see.
Hoped you would see when you were born, into this world that has now become forlorn. So do your
bit and help it to change and grow, as you teach all around, every fellow, what it is to love all around,
up in the air, over the sea and on the ground.
And whilst you make this your task, the world around you will bask, bask in this new way of being as
the people within it are truly seeing. Seeing at last all there is around, above their heads and under

the ground. Seeing the beauty that has been there all the while, as under their sheets they did pile.
Where at last things will blossom and bloom where before there was no longer room. For at last
they will know that you will take heed, of everything with love and not greed. You will at last look
from a place of beauty and light, at everything whether it be dull or bright. For you will no longer be
in the dark, as through this world you embark.

